Pct. 9 split to add Pct. 215

Split north to south along FM75 / Longneck Road, west to East College Ave, South to 2nd Street, to FM 982
Pct. 16 split to add Pct. 216

Split north to south along N State Highway 5 / McKinney St. and 121 to the south.
Pct. 56 split to add Pct. 217
Split north to south along SW Allen Blvd. and E. FM 544
Pct. 120 split to add Pct. 218
Split north to south along Rowlett Creek
Pct. 130 split to add Pct. 219
Split north to south along South Alma Dr. between West McDermott Dr. and Hedgcoxe Rd.
Pct. 134 split to add Pct. 220

Split from north at 380 to south, along property lines to Hillcrest Rd then south to East Main St.
Pct. 155 split to add Pct. 221

Split from north to south along Stonebridge Dr. to Lacima Dr., south to Bristol Dr., then south on Saint Gabriel Way to Virginia Pkwy.
Pct. 157 split to add Pct. 222
Split from north to south along a natural creek bed
Pct. 171 split to add 223
Split west to east along W. Stacy Rd.
Pct. 178 split to add Pct. 224
Split north to south along Preston Rd./289
Pct. 212 split to add Pct. 225

Split west to east along Eldorado Pkwy. Between Coit Rd. and Custer Rd.
Pct. 213 split to add Pct. 226
Split north to south along Independence Pkwy.